carry petrol for multinational oil corporations from this densely populated and impoverished African nation to an oil-thirsty world also once served as the arteries by which palm oil was transported to London to lubricate machinery for the Industrial Revolution and, prior to that, human captives were ferried from the African hinterland to a New World that their labor made possible (Watts, 2008; Nwokeji, 2008) . As Ukoha Ukiwo says, "The Niger Delta stands today-as it has for five centuries and more-at the epicenter of a violent economy of extraction. Historically speaking, the Delta has been made, and remade, by successive waves of investment and accumulation, each driven by the turbulent seas of an emergent global capitalism" (2008: 70) . And now, during capitalism's latter days, that violent economy of extraction exhibits profound dysfunctions and distortions that may well foretell conditions likely to plague other global sites in future.
In thinking about the advent and consequences of neoliberalism in Africa, I take Wole Soyinka's play entitled The Beatification of Area Boy: A Lagosian Kaleidoscope (1995) as a revealing point of entry. I contend that the world dramatized within this play might be productively and provocatively transposed to many contemporary African urban settings, for its kaleidoscopic view of the effects of neoliberalism and the potential responses to this paradigm resonate far beyond Lagos. Set in 1994, in an impoverished neighborhood in Lagos-the thriving urban hub of Nigeria-the play provides, as its title promises, a kaleidoscopic view of the city. Just as a kaleidoscope isolates and fragments detail by refracting images through a sequence of mirrors, thereby creating astonishingly beautiful visions out of quotidian and even banal details, so too does Soyinka's Lagosian kaleidoscope capture images of life in urban Lagos in ways that suggest an inner beauty and symmetry that may not otherwise be readily apprehended and which may, in fact, be an optical illusion. If the play reveals a certain beauty to Lagos's gritty street life, it is not because Soyinka is enamored of the city, which he once described as an "imagined hell." Of his visit there in the early 1970s, Soyinka said, "All semblance of community had vanished. The noise, the frenzy, the disorder! This was a labyrinth of clogged alleys and overburdened streets, dark mounds of indeterminate sludge, tinsel imports on sales racks or in pedestrian motion, festering carrion, abused and abusive humanity that called itself a city " (2006: 171) . Refracted through the mirrors of Soyinka's language and crystallized in his vivid portrayal of characters from the streets of this infamous metropolis, the gritty realities of Lagosian life become, if not beautiful, then at least apprehensible in a way that suggests the possibility of some larger, knowable symmetry and form within a world that seems otherwise chaotically and arbitrarily out of balance.
What vision of Nigeria has Soyinka provided during an epoch when around the world the integrity and sovereignty of the nation-state itself founder, undermined by the forces of globalization, late capitalism, deregulation, privatization, and, as David Harvey says, "the financialization of
